Mask of Edohine Prologue
My child, this is a major mission you have chosen for this lifetime. It will be one of challenges, pain
and anxiety, but through these processes you will gain a deeper and greater wisdom than you have
previously allowed yourself.
"I understand the challenge Edohine and I willingly take it on."
You will have a child, only one, whose name will be Edie. This child is the bearer of great new
knowledge for the world and her path is also chosen willingly. You have specific knowledge to impart
to this child to allow her to fulfil her mission.
Much of this will be taught simply by how you live your life but there is one specific thing that I ask
you to share with her: Tell her about this place...
*******
On saying this Edohine raised her hand in a sweeping gesture and an image materialised of a gorge.
It was lush and woody, a beautiful and serene area which led downwards to a majestic cave hidden
behind a streaming waterfall. As the image cleared the student saw a large rock that seemed to be
glowing and vibrating at the foot of the cave.
"What is that?"
That is the spot where your child will find a secret entrance hidden for centuries. It leads to
knowledge that will be invaluable on her mission. Tell her, it is there that she will find what she is
seeking.
"Yes Edohine, but how will I know when to tell her?"
You will know when the time is right. You will forget everything about this conversation once you
have crossed to the other side, but a predestined purpose is powerful and this vital information will
find its way back to your heart at the right time. Go prepare yourself now, for your mother is
waiting. She is very close to labour and there is very little time.
The student nodded. "Thank you for your teaching. I have learned much in my time here."
Edohine again raised her hand and a passage appeared. Wide and spacious, it was filled with the
sound of happy laughter. Students were smiling and milling about, glad they were about to graduate
to the other side.
As the spirit that was to become Macey took her place at the head of the line of those crossing over,
Edohine smiled and then dissolved into golden light.

